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A  note on exhaustive measures

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to extend the Diestel-Faires characterization 
of Banach spaces not containing l°° for the case of locally convex spaces.
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1. In this paper M denotes a а-ring of sets, X  a locally convex Haus- 
dorff topological vector space ( =  locally convex space), /л: (%->X a finitely 
additive set fnnction ( =  measure). A measure p is said to be exhaustive 
iff for each sequence (En) <= 01 of pairwise disjoint sets /л(Еп)->0 (n-+oo). 
A measure y, is bounded iff it is weakly exhaustive, i.e. p: 0l->Xa is exhaus
tive (Х в =  {X , a(X, X')}). We denote by c0 the space of all sequences 
tending to 0, by l°° the space of all bounded sequences, by l0 its subspace 
consisting of all sequences which take only finitely many values; l°°, l0 
and c0 are equipped with the supremum norm. e(n), n =  1 , 2 , . . .  denotes 
the sequence (0, ..., 0 ,1, 0, ...) with the one in the w-th position. Let 
two linear topologies a and /5 on a vector space X  be given. We say 
that /5 is а-polar (resp. sequentially a-polar) if /3 has a base of a-closed 
(resp. sequentially а-closed) neighbourhoods at 0. Xis a set of natural num
bers 1, 2,. . .,  0>(N) denotes its power set.

2. Let X  be a Banach space. The well-known result of Pelczynski 
([2], Theorem 5) is equivalent to the statement:
(1) Every bounded X-valued measure on a ring of sets is exhaustive 

iff X  does not contain any isomorphic copy of c0.

The situation changes completely when considering measures on 
<r-rings. For instance, we can take X  =  c0 since it was first proved by 
Diestel [3] that:
(2) I f  X  is separable and /л: 0ê-+X is bounded, then /л is exhaustive.

It was then natural to ask a full characterization, similar to that one 
of Pelczynski, in the case of measures defined on а-rings. The solution 
was given in [4] by Diestel and Faires:
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(3) Every bounded X-valued measure on a a-ring of sets is exhaustive 
iff X  does not contain any isomorphic copy of l°°.

In the same time, in a different context, Bennett and Kalton ([1], 
Theorem 1) proved that:
(4) Every X-valued measure on a о-ring of sets o-additive for some lo

cally convex Hausdorff topology coarser than the initial one on X  is 
o-additive iff X  does not contain any isomorphic copy of l°°.

And the assumption on X  in their theorem is weaker. They assume 
X  to be merely a fully complete locally convex space. On the other hand 
the author proved that the first theorem of Diestel (2) and some similar 
results hold in locally convex spaces ([10], 4.6, 4.7, see also [6]). Also 
Tutnarkin [16] showed that Pelczynski’s theorem holds in sequentially 
complete locally convex spaces. These facts suggest that the theorem 
of Diestel and Paires (and Bennett and Kalton) should hold in a more 
general setting.

In fact, we have:
(5) Let X  be a sequentially complete locally convex space, p: $ ->X  a 

bounded measure. I f  p is not exhaustive, then X  contains an isomorphic 
copy of l°°.

Proof. If p is not exhaustive we find a sequence (En) с: & of pairwise 
disjoint sets and a continuous seminorm p such that p[p(En)) —p(xn) 
^  1. Thus we can find a sequence of equicontinuous linear functionals 
(/n) such that \fn(xn)\ >  1 for all n. Define 8 : 10->X as “the integral”
of “simple functions” a e l0 by: 

m
I f  a =  (a j  =  Jjafxidt), where At a N, =  {n: an =  a1}, i =

i =  1
=  1, 2 , ..., m, then

DO OO
®(a) =  = ^ « V (  и  до-

г=1 i —1

The measure p being bounded, is weakly exhaustive. Consequently, 
for each x' e X ' , x'op  is exhaustive (=  bounded) scalar valued measure. 
Thus, clearly, 8 : 10->X  is bounded, thus continuous. X  being sequentially 
complete, we can extend 8 to V : 1°°->X. Define also a continuous linear 
mapping U: X-+l°° by U(x) =  {fn(x)j. Consider UV: l00-* !* ; it is con
tinuous. Kow we can apply without change the reasoning of Bennett and 
Kalton used in the proof of Theorem 1 in [1]. ||PT(e(n))|| =  \\U{xn)\\

OO
=  \fn{xn)\ >  1 for all n. Consequently, £  TJV(e(n)) cannot_ converge

n = l
weakly subseries, and it follows that TJV is not weakly compact. By
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Corollary 1.4 of [14], UV is an isomorphism on some subspace H  of l°° 
which is itself isomorphic to l°°. Hence V(H) is isomorphic to Z°°.

As corollaries we get :
(6) Let {X, ft) be a sequentially complete locally convex space, a a linear 

topology on X. Suppose~that X  does not contain any isomorphic copy 
of l°° and ft is sequentially a-polar. I f  p: ffl->(X, a) is a o-additive 
measure, then p : 0 ~>(X, ft) is a-additive.

In fact, we can suppose that 01 =  0(N) .  By [9], Theorem 3, p: 0 ( N)  
->{X, ft) is bounded, hence by (5) exhaustive. It is сг-additive by the routine 
argument.
(7) Let X  be a sequentially complete locally convex space. The following 

are equivalent:
(a) Every X-valued bounded measure on a a-ring is exhaustive.
(b) X  does not contain any isomorphic copy of l°°.

Proof. Let Y be a subspace of X  isomorphic to l°°. Denote by j  the 
isomorphism from l°° onto Y. We define a bounded additive set function 
on a а-ring which is not exhaustive. Let A c  N  and put m(A) =  %{A) 
e l00, and then p{A) — jm(A). Clearly,^: 0>(N)-*X is bounded non-ex - 
haustive.

We were interested in the weak exhaustivity ( =  boundedness). In 
that case the strong restrictions, as e.g. full completness, as we have seen 
are not necessary. On the other hand, Bennett and Kalton using the 
full completness obtained the theorem in a sense much deeper as they 
assume the cr-additivity in an arbitrary locally convex Hausdorff topology 
coarser than the initial one only (4). Changing their proof slightly (as in 
(5)) one obtains the following assertion on exhaustive measures:
(8) Let X  be a fully complete locally convex space, a an arbitrary locally 

convex Hausdorff topology coarser than the initial one on X. The fol
lowing are equivalent :
(a) Every X-valued measure on a а-ring of sets bounded in (X , a) 
is exhaustive for the initial topology.
(b) X  contains no isomorphic copy of l00.

ATow the full completness is essential as the closed graph theorem (for 
the domain space which is merely barrelled) is used. Let us still notice 
that if p: 0 ->(X, a) is bounded, then by [6], 2.7, it is bounded in X  and 
(8) reduces to (7). Though one does not use the closed graph theorem 
explicitely, the full completness is still essential (cf. [6], loc. cit).

A short examination of the proof of (5) shows that the result of Diestel 
and Faires is in fact the theorem on linear mappings from Z°°. More generally,
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we can place ns in the setting of operators acting from G(K) spaces, where 
G(K) is a space of continuons real-valued functions on a compact Haus- 
dorff space with the supremum norm {l°° is a C(K) space since it can be 
identified with the space of continuous functions on the Stone-Cech com
pactification of N). Such mappings were extensively studied in connection 
with the vector-valued form of Biesz representation theorem and various 
analogs of the notion of exhaustivity for vector measures were formulated 
(see [6], [7], [8], [12], [13], [15]).

Following Kalton [8], a linear map V: C(K)-+X is said to be exhaus
tive iff:

oo
{+) V (/„)-> 0 for any sequence (fn) с  С(K) such that f n >  0 and sup £  fnif)

t n=1
<  OO.

If X  is complete topological vector space, then it was shown in [15] 
and [8] that the exhaustivity is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
V to posess a regular integral extension to the space of bounded Borel 
functions. In [15], Theorem 3.3, Thomas gives many, equivalent to (+), 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such extension. 
Using this theorem (precisely conditions (7) and (9)) we can easily prove 
another condition equivalent to (+) which is still more close to the notion 
of exhaustivity used for measures:
( ) F*  ̂0 for any sequence (ff) О(^) such that f^ ^  0, sup/„(t) <  1

t
and f n “are disjoint” i.e. supp/^nsupp/,^ =  0  for n Фт.

An operator F satisfying (++) will be still said to be exhaustive.
Now we can formulate the following analog of (7) for linear mappings:
Let X  be a locally convex space. The following are equivalent:
(a) Every linear bounded map on a space l°° to X  is exhaustive.
(b) X  contains no isomorphic copy of l°°.
For (a) =>(b) we define U: X->1°° as in (5), conclude that TJV cannot 

be weakly compact, and finish as in (5).
For (b) =>(a) we take the identity on l°°.
The theorem extends for arbitrary G(K) spaces provided К  is a o--Sto- 

nian compact Hausdorff space.

Postscriptum. After the initial preparation of this note I could read 
a preprint of [9]. Kalton mentions therein without proof that what was 
proved above holds true, but restricts himself to the general non-locally 
convex case. He obtains various very interesting and deep results, however, 
they do not cover those given here completely. Thus I think that the 
present note is still of certain expository interest.
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Added in proof. Recently L. Drewnowski and the author obtained 
in [17], [18] and [19] generalizations of results presented here and of 
those contained in [19].
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